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LIN Jun
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Bank of Chongqing Co., Ltd.

Message from the Chairman

2019 is the 70th anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic of China and a crucial year for the transformation and 
development of Bank of Chongqing. In the face of the everchanging world, the complicated international and domestic eco-
nomic and financial situations, we focus on the main business, firmly maintain the basic management and operation, make 
up for shortcomings, adjust the structure, promote transformation, comprehensively advance high-quality development, take 
practical actions to fulfill the mission as a state-owned financial enterprise.
Servicing the entities, we adhere to the financial source.In accordance with the requirements of the central government, municipal 
Party committee, and municipal government on servicing the entities, we are fully committed to promoting the development 
of private economy and SMEs. The head office and branches carried out campaigns such as financial service promotion, “One 
Hundred Branches Service Ten Thousand Enterprises”, the visits to strategic customers and 27 districts and counties, the 
face-to-face communication with more than 2,000 private enterprises and the organization of private enterprises to visit the 
Shanghai Stock Exchange. We took the lead in implementing the national financing guarantee fund project in Chongqing, 
launched more than 60 featured financing products of 5 major categories, and built a comprehensive and diversified new fi-
nancing service model for private enterprises and SMEs. We actively participated in the “Belt and Road” initiative, supported 
major strategic construction programs such as the Great Western Development Strategy, the Yangtze River Economic Belt, 
the Free Trade Zone, and the China-Singapore (Chongqing) Demonstration Project, focused on serving the local, strength-
ened the integration of the online and offline, the inside and outside, and the entire industry chain.
Guided by science and technology, we insist on reform and transformation. We fully implement data governance, promote 
the in-depth integration of big data intelligence with product development, risk management and control, credit manage-
ment, etc. 14 key big data intelligence projects have been steadily advanced, with inclusive financial intelligent products for 
SMEs, intelligent innovation in consumer finance, and digital risk control of corporate finance as the focus. Online projects 
such as related risk systems, mobile exhibition platforms, paperless counters, supply chain financial systems, online consumer 
loan intelligent risk control and post-loan management systems have been launched. Scientific and technological innovation 
continues to promote key areas such as marketing, risk control and operations, and has become an important support for 
high-quality development.
With the upgrade of risk control, we have firmly established the bottom line. We have deepened the reform of risk management 
structure, integrated post-loan management and the collection and disposal functions of non-performing assets, unified the 
management and control of water, expanded the reform of review mechanism, contributed to the improvement of asset 
quality, and upgraded the risk control technology to realize the whole-process risk warning for customers and their import-
ant affiliates. Additionally, we persist in advancing the gateway, promote the “Three Unifications” of organizational structure, 
credit business process, and rules of procedure, and improve the full coverage and standardized review system. Besides, we 
constantly reduce the stock, flexibly use a variety of collection and disposal methods such as litigation collection, creditor's 
rights transfer, and debt-for-material settlement to promote the compliant disposal and accurate resolution of distressed as-
sets.
Optimizing services, we firmly support society. We adhere to the “Soul Mate, Grow Together”, share the destiny with society, 
and give back to society. Over the past year, we have focused on the protection of consumers' rights and interests, effective-
ly safeguarded the legitimate rights and interests of consumers, and enhanced customer trust and experience with precision 
marketing. Additionally, we emphasized on poverty alleviation and rural revitalization, creating a rural extension service 
system of “Financial Villages + Agency Outlets + Mobile Services” and launching the products of “New Six Industries • Agri-
cultural Loans”, “Loans for Supporting the Poor” and “Road Insurance Loans”. The balance of agriculture-related loans was 
RMB 31.103 billion, and the balance of targeted poverty alleviation loans increased by nearly 80% compared with the begin-
ning of the year. We have promoted the steady progress of the agricultural supply-side structural reforms, and actively sup-
ported the rural infrastructure construction and poverty-stricken households to get rid of poverty and increase income. Over 
the past year, we have set up a green finance franchise department to take the lead in the standardization of green finance, 
thus forming the special credit products characterized by “Green + Vehicle”, “Green + Supporting” and “Green + Leas-
ing”. As of the end of 2019, the green credit balance exceeded RMB 9 billion, an increase of 68% year-on-year. Moreover, 
we made good use of the first green financial bond issued in Chongqing and raised 6 RMB billion to invest in clean energy, 
green transportation, pollution prevention, and other green industries.
In 2020, China will build a well-off society and complete the 13th Five-Year Plan. We will thoroughly implement the important instructions 
and requirements of General Secretary Xi Jinping's positioning of “Two Pivots”, targets of “Two Lands” and “Two Highs”, give full play 
of the “Three Roles” and create a good political ecology in Chongqing, to maintain strategic stability, promote the coordinated develop-
ment of scale, structure, quality, and efficiency, actively fulfill social responsibilities, highlight the role of state-owned enterprises, advance 
the high-quality development of Bank of Chongqing! 
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RAN Hailing
President

Bank of Chongqing Co., Ltd.

Message from the President

In 2019, faced with the ever-increasing downward pressure on the economy and the complex and ever-changing internal and 
external situations, we focused on the target tasks, worked hard to overcome difficulties, and comprehensively promoted the 
“Top Ten Projects.” By optimizing asset delivery, controlling costs, promoting reforms, preventing risks, and strengthening 
internal control, the expected operating and management performance has been achieved. The group's total assets reached 
RMB 501.231 billion, an increase of 11.3%; the loan balance amounted to RMB 247.349 billion, an increase of 16.4%; the de-
posit balance was RMB 281.049 billion, an increase of 9.6%.
Focused on asset delivery and accelerated business development. We launched new products such as “Anjufen” and “Quick 
e-Loan”, and continued to give full play to the role of featured products such as “Youyou Loan” and “Quick e-Loan”, thereby 
a product innovation system that fit and responded quickly to the market was initially formed. The onlineization of small, mi-
cro, and retail products was promoted, and standardized products such as letters of credit and factoring were employed to 
explore the financial services of financial services.
Focused on reform and transformation to release endogenous power. We promoted the optimization of department func-
tions, the transformation of credit investment and the intelligent transformation of big data, and relied on the reform and 
transformation to generate new momentum for high-quality development. The establishment of the branch-level agency risk 
officer and the full-time reviewer team for branches were completed. The functions of large, medium and small micro-line 
departments were optimized and the merger of relevant departments was implemented. The optimization of functions in 
the operation management and institutional development sectors was orderly promoted, and the requirements for the re-
form of the discipline inspection and supervision system was fully implemented. We accelerated the development of fintech, 
focused on the construction of 14 smart big data projects, 5 of which were selected into the city's key project library, and 
related risk system and mobile exhibition platform were completed and launched, which initially played their supporting role 
in high-quality development.
Focused on assessment and incentives to strengthen precise control. The assessment was used to achieve precise guidance 
and effective control. The private loans were incorporated in the assessment, and the completion of “Two Increases & Two 
Controls” of loans for SMEs was taken as the basic condition for the first-level bank assessment, to guide the business struc-
ture in line with the high-quality and sustainable value orientation. Based on the task schedule, a special reward plan was 
formulated to strengthen process control and ensure the completion of the goal.
Focused on risk prevention and control to stabilize the development bottom. The monitoring of portfolio risks and key sec-
tors was further strengthened, the application of big data intelligent technology was enhanced to improve the efficiency of 
risk early warning. The compliance culture was cultivated to strengthen employee's behavior management.
2020 is the first year for Bank of Chongqing to implement the three-year strategic development plan. We conscien-
tiously implemented the spirit of the central government and Municipal Economic Work Conference, adhered to the 
new development concept, resolutely helped to win the “Three Major Battles”, deeply implemented the “Eight Action 
Plans”, comprehensively did a good job in “Six Stability”, to make greater contribution to the high-quality development 
of Bank of Chongqing and promote the sustainable development of economy and society.
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Yang Xiaotao
Chief Supervisor   

Bank of Chongqing Co., Ltd.

Message from the Chairman of the 
Board of Supervisors

The Board of Supervisors of Bank of Chongqing (BCQ)has thoroughly studied and implemented the report of the 19th 
National Congress of the Communist Party of China and the spirit of the Second, Third, and Fourth Plenary Sessions 
of the 19th CPC Central Committee, and taken the responsibility of safeguarding the interests of shareholders and the 
company. Additionally, in strict accordance with laws, regulations and the articles of association of BCQ, it has consci-
entiously performed supervisory responsibilities, independently exercised supervisory powers, and promoted the BCQ 
to improve corporate governance, enhance internal control, and strengthen risk management and control, which plays 
a crucial role in the high-quality development of BCQ.

In 2019, the Board of Supervisors strengthened its supervision of important areas and carried out comprehensive proj-
ect inspections. It continuously strengthened the supervision in the event, formed a daily supervision special report for 
potential risks, and promptly revealed the main problems and major risks. Regarding the problems discovered during 
the supervision, the Board of Directors was promptly advised to make deployment and rectification, thus effectively 
promoting BCQ to further standardize and improve the relevant management mechanism, timely plugging loopholes, 
and reducing risks. The follow-up evaluation of problem rectification was strengthened to improve the effectiveness of 
supervision. By revealing the problems and urging the rectification, BCQ was effectively promoted to strengthen inter-
nal control, improve the system, the management efficiency, and quality.

In 2020, the Board of Supervisors will optimize the supervision methods, expand working ideas, innovate working 
methods, and expand the breadth and depth of the duties performed by the supervisors based on the existing working 
mechanism and management process. The in-process and in-period supervision will be strengthened, the performance 
of the Board of Supervisors will be improved to ensure the sound and steady development of BCQ by focusing on the 
tasks and objectives of the reform and development.
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Head Office water consumption (10000 tons) 6.26 3.27 2.02

Head Office electricity consumption 
(10000 kilowatt-hour) 331.90 329.35 205.73

Total number of outlets (outlet) 142 140 141

Donations to public welfare (RMB thousand) 9,960 9,562 11,962.9

Customer satisfaction ratio (score) 91.41 92.51 95

Total number of employees (person) 4,274 4,119 4,066

Proportion of female employees (%) 56.06 55.98 56.69

Proportion of female managers (%) 27.27 24.30 27.83

Average times of employee training per annum 
(times) 7.36 7.38 7.32

Social contribution value per share (yuan) 6.41 5.95 5.45

Total assets (RMB thosand) 501,231,864 450,368,973 422,763,025

Net profit  (RMB thousand) 4,321,457 3,822,095 3,764,197

Shareholders’ Equity 
(RMB thousand) 36,949,429 33,051,012 30,951,596

Realized taxes (RMB thousand) 13.00 13.21 13.6

Capital adequacy ratio (%) 310.13 284.8 269.63

Balance of agriculture-related 
loans (RMB billion) 798.67 749.43 663.92

Economic performance 2019 2018 2017

Environmental performance 2019 2018 2017

Social performance 2019 2018 2017

Key performance 
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China Banking Associa-
tion

Civilized and Standardized Banking Service Star Outlet in 2019
The best team of “Voice of Customer Service” in the “Get Good Voice” 
activity of the 4th China Banking Customer Service Center
“Award of the Best Standing Committee” issued by Banking Products 
and Services Standardization Committee of China Banking Association

Communist Youth League 
Central Committee, Su-
preme People's Court, etc.

National Youth Civilization in 2017-2018

CPC Chongqing Munici-
pal Committee,Chongq-
ing Municipal People's 
Government

Role Model in Ethical and Cultural Progress in Chongqing

Research Association of 
Ideological and Political 
Work of China Financial 
Institutions, Culture Con-
struction Association of 
China Financial Institutions

Advanced Role Model of National Financial System Cultural Construc-
tion in 2017-2018

People's Bank of China 
(Credit Reference Center)

Excellent Organization for Enterprise Credit Information System Data 
Quality in 2018

Chongqing Municipal Hu-
man Resources and Social 
Security Bureau, Munic-
ipal State-owned Assets 
Supervision and Adminis-
tration Commission

Contribution Award for Chongqing State-owned Enterprise in 2013-
2017

Chongqing Federation of 
Trade Unions Chongqing Worker Pioneer

Chongqing Operation 
and Management De-
partment of the People’s 
Bank of China

The Second Prize in Chongqing Bank Card Business of “Third-party Pay-
ment Platform Is Disconnected from the Bank's Direct Business” System 
Reform in 2018, the First prize in Risk Management Excellence Award, 
the Third Prize in the Market Regulation Excellence Award
Advanced Collective for Payment System Operation and Maintenance in 
2018
The First Prize of Financial Statistical Analysis in 2019
Excellent Anti-money Laundering Innovation Project in 2018

China Insurance Reg-
ulatory Commission, 
Chongqing Bureau

Advanced Collective in the Publicity Service Month Activity of “Financial 
Knowledge Popularization Month, Making Thousands of Families Know 
Financial Knowledge, Striving to Be a Rational Investor, and Striving to 
Be a Good Internet User in Finance” Held by Chongqing Banking and 
Insurance Industry in 2019

Chongqing Financial 
Trade Union, Chongq-
ing Financial League 
Working Committee, 
Chongqing Banking 
Association, Chongq-
ing Insurance Industry 
Association

The First Prize in the Chongqing Financial System Labor 
Competition Service Private Economy Golden Idea Com-
petition in 2019

Honors Awards won by Bank of Chongqing in 2019

Awarding 
organization Award/Honor Name

About us Established in 1996, Bank of Chongqing is the earliest local joint-stock commercial bank in West China 
and the upper reaches of the Yangtze River. In accordance with the development strategy of “Reorga-
nization, Introduction of Strategic Investors, Going Public” developed by the municipal government, it 
was listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange on November 6, 2013, becoming the first batch of com-
mercial banks among the 146 urban commercial banks in mainland China that were listed on the main 
board of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. In recent years, with the help of all sectors of society, Bank 
of Chongqing has gradually developed into a “small and excellent” commercial bank with excellent 
business structure, good asset quality, high profitability, and great development potential.
As of the end of 2019, the total assets reached RMB 501.232 billion, the deposit balance amounted 
to RMB 281.049 billion, the loan balance was RMB 247.349 billion, with a net profit of RMB 4.321 bil-
lion. Risk management indicators such as non-performing loan ratio and capital adequacy ratio have 
remained at a relatively superior level in the industry, and all regulatory indicators met relevant stan-
dards.
In recent years, the brand image of Bank of Chongqing has been comprehensively upgraded, becom-
ing the first mainboard listed urban commercial bank who has SEHK’s private placement rights. The 
Banker established in British ranked thousands of banks in 2019 and Bank of Chongqing was at No. 
247 and entered the top 300 over the world. In 2019, the S&P Global Ratings, an international rating 
agency, gave Bank of Chongqing “BBB-” for long-term issuer credit rating and “A-3” for short-term 
issuer credit rating and “Stability” for the rating outlook.  At the same time, it also gave the Bank of 
Chongqing “cnA” for the long-term Greater China scale rating and “cnA-2” for short-term Greater 
China scale rating. The credit rating results were at the highest level in city commercial banks with 
international rating. As of the end of 2019, Bank of Chongqing had 142 branches with a total of 4,274 
employees. The outlets have covered all districts and counties in Chongqing, and branches have been 
established in Chengdu, Guiyang and Xi’an.

total assets

501.232 billion

The Banker  ranked Bank of 
Chongqing

No. 247 

net profit

4.321 billion

Bank of Chongqing had  
branches

142 

Bank of Chongqing  entered 
the top 300 over the world

top 300

Bank of Chongqing had

4,274 employees
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Advanced 
by Party 
building

In 2019, Bank of Chongqing strictly implemented the rectification of the municipal Party committee's 
inspection feedback, the theme education of “Staying True to Our Founding Mission”, the action of 
“Promoting the Party Construction at Grassroots-level” and the key project of “4 + 3” special gover-
nance. At the same time, the Bank did a good job in daily party building and promulgated the “Mea-
sures for Party Building Evaluation of Grassroots-level Party Organizations” to further standardize and 
scientifically conduct party building assessments; developed and issued the “Standardization Manual 
of Party Branch Work” to further improve the quality of party workers.

Corporate 
governance

Diversified policies of the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors deems that a board with a di-
verse membership will help the Bank to improve the quality of the board ’s work, understand and 
meet the needs of clients, and enhance the board ’s decision-making ability. The Board of Directors 
and the Nomination Committee consider multiple factors when selecting candidates, including but not 
limited to gender, age, cultural and educational background, ethnicity, professional experience, skills 
and length of service, to achieve the diversity of board members. The Nomination Committee reports 
on the composition of the Board of Directors every year from the perspective of board diversity and 
monitors the implementation of this policy.
The Bank attaches great importance to the interaction with shareholders and enhances the under-
standing and communication with shareholders through various channels such as shareholders' meet-
ings, performance announcements, roadshows, receptions, telephone consultations, etc. Throughout 
the year, the Bank received and visited more than 60 institutional investors including Goldman Sachs 
Asia and ICBC International. It has received a total of nearly 500 representatives of shareholders and 
handled nearly 450 transactions such as changes in equity information, confirmation of rights, and 
release of pledges. The Bank carried out information disclosure in a high quality and efficient manner, 
and issued more than 130 public announcements in Chinese and English.
In 2019, the Bank organized a total of 56 shareholders' meetings, board meetings, and special com-
mittee meetings to review 252 issues.

For more information on corporate governance, please refer to “2019 Annual Report of Bank of 
Chongqing”

Focused on disciplinary education

We did a good job in the column of “Window of Honest Practice” in OA system, updated rel-
evant contents to the 44th issue, compiled and issued the special education materials of “Win-
dow of Honest Practice of Bank of Chongqing” quarterly, and supported all Party branches to 
carry out discipline education through “Three-meeting & One-lecture”.

The middle-level management and party discipline education were highlighted and a 
pre-service party discipline knowledge test was conducted for newly promoted middle-level 
management personnel.

The warning education of “Four Statements of the Case” and on-site warning education was 
conducted, and experts from the Economic Investigation Team of the Municipal Public Security 
Bureau were invited to give lectures on the prevention of financial crimes.

special committee meetings to 
review issues

252

issued public announcements 
in Chinese and English more 
than

130

Corporate Organizational Structure of Bank of Chongqing

Board of Directors

President and Senior 
Management

内审部

Board of Supervisors

Supervision and 
Nomination Committee

Risk Management and 
Internal Control 

Committee

Corporate Culture 
and Public Relations 
Department(Publicity 
Department  of CPC)
( Financial Research 

Institute)Credit Approval
 Committee

Office of the Board 
of Supervisors

The Party 
Committee

Office of the Board 
of Directors

Finance Approval 
Committee

Asset and liability 
Management Committee

Information Technology  
Management Committee

Strategic Committee

Consumer Protection 
Committee

Connected Transactions
 Control Committee

Information Technology 
Guidance Committee

Nomination Committee

Remuneration and 
Appraisal Committee

Risk Management 
Committee

Audit Committee

Front Office for Business 
Development

Middle Office for Service 
Support

Back Office for 
Supervision and Security

   1.Corporate Banking Department 
      (Green Financial Department)
   2.Trade Finance Department
   3.Small and Micro Enterprise 
      Banking Department (Rural 
      Affairs Financial Department)
   4.Real Estate Financial  
      Department

 1. Corporate Banking

  1.Risk Management Department
  2.Asset Preservation Department
  3.Risk Assessment Department
  4.Internal Control and Compliance
     Department

 1 .Risk Management

   1.General Office (Party Committee 
      Office)
   2.Security Department
   3.Administration Department
   4. Party-masses Department  (Labor 
       Union Office)
   5.Institutional Development Department
   6. Human Resources Department
       (Organizational Department of CPC)

Integrated Service Assurance

  1.Operations Management 
     Department (Consumer 
     Protection Committee)

3 .Settlement and Operation

  1.Finance Department
  2.Asset and Liability 
     Management Department

2 .Finance Management

  1.Chengdu Branch with
     2 Secondary Branches and 
     8 Sub-branches
  2.Guiyang Branch with
     1 Secondary Branch and
     4 Sub-branches
  3. Xi’an Branch with
     1 Secondary Branch and
     7 Sub-branches
  4.Chongqing Liangjiang Branch 
     with 7 Sub-branches
  5. Other institutions in Chongqing Region:
      Small Enterprise Loan Center 
      Business Department of Head Office
      43 Level 1Sub-branches
      63 Level 2 Sub-branches

Branch Organizations

  1.Internet Finance Department

4.Internet Finance

  Chongqing Xinyu Financial Leasing 
  Co.,Ltd.

Controlled Subsidiary

  1.Information Technology 
     Department

4.Information Technology

  1.Financial Markets Department 
     (Investment Banking Department)
  2.Asset Management Department

3.Financial Market

Internal Audit 
Department

General Meeting

Adhered to the normalization of education

Highlighted the focus of education

Solidly carried out warning education

The Board of Directors has 15 directors The Board of Supervisors has 9 supervisors

5

6 3

4 2

4executive 
directors

non-executive 
directors

independent 
non-executive 
directors

employee 
supervisors

external 
supervisors

shareholder 
supervisors

   1.Personal Banking Department
   2.Credit Card Department

2 . Retail Banking
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Risk management and control. In 2019, the Bank further enhanced its risk management capabilities 
through technological empowerment. By relying on the intelligent application of big data, the credit 
standardization and online operation were improved through credit authorization and online inquiry, 
risk warning optimization and transformation, and online post-loan management process. The auto-
mated revaluation of collaterals was carried out in batches to improve the quantitative management 
of collaterals. A large amount of risk exposure management system was established to prevent the 
concentration risk of non-interbank customers, interbank customers, and cross-financial products.
Strengthened risk inspection and monitoring. The post-loan inspection, key management credit, as-
set quality plan management, and accountability were integrated, and a dedicated team was built to 
communicate with various operating agencies to strengthen post-loan management and supervision. 
The combination of risk monitoring was strengthened to form a risk monitoring system that took into 
account all aspects. The risk investigations in key areas and key businesses was conducted to analyze 
risk conditions, and deploy risk control strategies as early as possible. A normalized credit inspection 
mechanism was established and the risk warnings were issued regularly to prevent operational risks.
Internal control and compliance. The internal control management was actively promoted to further 
improve internal control capabilities. The top-level design of internal control and management was 
scientifically carried out to formulate general internal control policies. We built an internal control 
governance structure, designed an internal control system that focused on the internal environment, 
risk assessment, control activities, information and communication, and internal supervision, and took 
specific requirements such as control measures, control guarantees, and control supervision as core 
contents, designed the “pre-event, during-event, and post-event” control of the whole process, clar-
ified the closed-loop management of internal control defects, and effectively ensured that business 
activities comply with regulatory regulations and requirements.
The compliance management mechanism was improved to enhance the quality and efficiency of com-
pliance management. The Bank consolidated the foundation of system management, carried out spe-
cial sorting and optimization of the system, and put forward 180 plans for system formulation/revision. 
The system management process was optimized to realize the system-level electronic process man-
agement. The management of innovation business was regulated to revise the rules of the procedure 
of the Innovation Committee. The activities related to compliance culture construction were organized 
to create a good compliance atmosphere throughout the Bank. The Bank revised the management 
measures for compliance personnel, held special trainings for compliance personnel, and improved 
their ability to perform their duties.
Improved the case prevention system, and focused on the case prevention; organized the case pre-
vention meeting and special training on preventing financial crimes; strengthened the construction of 
the case prevention system, and formulated the “Rules of Procedures for the Analysis and Prevention 
of Case Risk Analysis at Branches of Bank of Chongqing” and other systems; carried out the case 
warning education, the prevention of illegal fundraising publicity and the investigation and rectifica-
tion of illegal fundraising risk.

Responsi-
bility man-
agement

Bank of Chongqing is committed to the responsible operation, incorporates the aspiration of “first 
class in west China, the benchmark for the listed” and the CSR concept, constantly enhances the 
content of CSR, actively explores the unique social responsibility practice corresponding to the actual 
situation, and achieves the value sharing between enterprises and social environment.

Transparent Operation

Local Bank

Citizens’ Bank

Bank of small and micro 
Enterprises

Resources Integration
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hareholders                 Customers                   Employees                  Com

m
unities

Expectations and Demands

Communication and feedback

Stakeholders

Complying with 
national laws 
and regulations, 
industry stan-
dards and rules; 
safeguarding 
the funds of 
banks; fair com-
petition; serving 
local economic 
development

Operating in 
compliance, 
strengthening 
risk prevention 
and control, 
maintaining 
financial stability

Improving cor-
poration gover-
nance, increas-
ing returns to 
shareholders, 
increasing prof-
it-making capa-
bility, maintain-
ing sustainable 
development

Providing diversi-
fied financial prod-
ucts and services, 
providing com-
plete, genuine, 
accurate products 
and services infor-
mation, protecting 
customers’ infor-
mation, protecting 
personal and 
property safety of 
customers

Providing 
reasonable 
compensation 
and benefits, 
providing satis-
factory working 
environment, 
establishing 
smooth commu-
nication system, 
providing favor-
able personal 
development

Holding public 
welfare activi-
ties, caring for 
disadvantaged 
groups, popu-
larizing inclusive 
finance

Responding to 
national calls, 
implementing reg-
ulatory policies; 
participating in 
the formulation of 
industry standards 
and rules; promot-
ing operational 
and management 
performance; 
supporting real 
economic devel-
opment. 

Implementing 
regulatory pol-
icies; periodic 
reports

Formulating and 
implementing 
development 
strategy; improv-
ing corporate 
governance, 
enhancing risk 
prevention, ad-
vancing the CSR 
management

Enhancing financial 
product innovation, 
providing conve-
nient and quick 
financial services, 
issuing timely bul-
letin with genuine 
and accurate con-
tents, taking advice 
and suggestions 
from customers, 
strengthening the 
safeguard of outlets

Equal pay for equal 
work, protecting 
employees’ health 
and safety, holding 
recreation and 
sports activities, 
communicating 
periodically with 
employees, on-
the-job training, 
diversifying devel-
opment channel

Participating in 
donation; help-
ing disadvan-
taged groups, 
developing 
financial educa-
tion, advocating 
employee volun-
teering

Economic Responsibilities

Risk and 
compliance

put forward for system formu-
lation/revision

plans180
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Served the development of the real economy

Actively embraced the financial technology

Boosted the development of green ecology

Worked together for a better life
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Served the 
development 
of the real 
economy

Supported the implementation of national major strategies
The Bank focused on supporting the cultural tourism industry, green economy, and key construction 
projects of the “Belt and Road” initiative. When serving the country's “Belt and Road” initiative, 
the Bank helped increase the transportation scale of the Chongqing-Sinkiang-Europe International 
Railway. Additionally, it highlighted the cross-border finance and the opening up of mainland Chi-
na. In 2019, it was granted the qualification of the first general derivatives trading business of urban 
commercial banks in West China and became the first local legal person bank in Chongqing to con-
nect the People's Bank of China's RMB cross-border receipt and payment information management 
system with the Global Trade and Finance System (GFS). The first overseas US dollar bond issued by 
the enterprise to provide additional credit under a standby letter of credit was successfully issued, 
and the first innovative business of “All Cards Pass” was successfully implemented. Launched the first 
REITs project listed on the Singapore Exchange in the central and western regions, and innovatively 
launched parallel import car rail waybill settlement and financing products.

Supported the development of the cultural tourism industry Case

Since 2017, Bank of Chongqing has invested over RMB 10 billion of credit funds in the cultural 
tourism industry and served more than 400 cultural tourism enterprises. It has supported a large 
number of high-quality cultural and tourism projects such as the development of the 5A-level 
scenic spot of Xiannv Mountain in Wulong District, the innovation of “Internet + Tourism” in Qi-
jiang District, and “Wulong Impression” and “Return to the Three Gorges” directed by Zhang 
Yimou, which has effectively promoted the development of the cultural tourism industry in 
Chongqing.

In the future, Bank of Chongqing will set up a cultural tourism finance working group to inte-
grate the “linkage, innovation and service”, to create a multi-level, multi-channel, diversified in-
vestment and financing system for the cultural and tourism industry, thus helping Chongqing's 
cultural and tourism industry develop in a high-quality way.

Supported private economy and SMEs
Based on the implementation of the “Guidelines on Five Drivers to Promote the Development of Pri-
vate Economy” released in 2018, the Bank further issued the “Four Seasons Action” to support the 
healthy development of the real economy in 2019, in accordance with the “Spring Rain Action” that 
focused on deployment planning, “Summer Action” that focused on initial results, “Autumn Harvest 
Action” that focused on quality and efficiency, “Winter Love Action” that focused on speeding up ser-
vices, to set quarterly targets, work out measures, and schedule to implement the actions of various 
service entities.
The Bank has always maintained the strategic positioning of “A Bank for the Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprises”, highly focused on the relatively weak groups among the SMEs, fully met the effective 
credit demand of SMEs, owners of SMEs and individual businesses, and constantly promoted the 
growth, expansion, quality improvement, cost reduction and risk control of financial services for SMEs, 
and further improve the quality and efficiency of financial services for SMEs.
In 2019, we met the assessment indicator of “Two Increases & Two Controls”. Under the “Two Increas-
es” standard, the total credit amount of 29,985 inclusive SMEs was RMB 10 million or less was RMB 
32.049 billion. The balance increased by RMB 5.703 billion compared with the beginning of the year, 
an increase of 21.65%.
The applied RMB 4.78 billion of refinancing funds from the People's Bank of China to support SMEs 
and RMB 2.5 billion of refinancing funds from the National Development Bank to support the de-
velopment of SMEs and reduce the financing costs of SMEs in the form of policy dividends. Bank of 
Chongqing became the first commercial bank in Chongqing to join the National Financing Guarantee 
Fund, and included RMB 3 billion of SMEs' loans in the risk compensation scope of the National Fi-
nancing Guarantee Fund. The Bank applied for the preferential policy of exempting value-added tax 
on loan interest income of SMEs, and individual industrial and commercial households with a qualified 
single-family credit of RMB 10 million and below.

  Progress: Signed the “Strategic Cooperation Framework Agreement” with Southwest Securities

Based on the comprehensive strategic cooperation agreement, the two parties shall engage in capital 
supervision and settlement, asset management and innovation business, brokerage business, financial 
communication, securities investment fund business, direct equity investment fund business, invest-
ment bank business, bank card business cooperation, e-commerce and technical services, bond busi-
ness, futures business, new three board market business, international market business, OTC market 
business, investment research service business, and other fields to strengthen comprehensive cooper-
ation.
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Carried out special actions to service entities

Integrated assessment mechanism

The appraisal policy was deeply integrated with the real economy to realize the “Four Reduc-
tions & One Improvement”. The Bank improved the internal power of branches to serve entities 
and the private economy, make institutions “Willing to Lend, Able to Lend, and Dare to lend”, 
give more preferential treatment to entities and private enterprises, and effectively solve the 
problem of financing difficulty and high cost.

Opened up financing channels

To help enterprises enter the capital market and promote direct financing, the Bank gave full 
play to its strategic cooperation advantages with the Shanghai Stock Exchange and organized 30 
companies to visit the Shanghai Stock Exchange for free. It is also the first financial institution in 
Chongqing to directly lead enterprises into the Shanghai Stock Exchange for on-site observation, 
training and guidance, face-to-face interaction, etc. It has successfully provided financing ser-
vices to 7 companies. By visiting the Shanghai Stock Exchange, it helped entrepreneurs broaden 
their horizons, deepen their understanding of listing, enhance their confidence in the listing, and 
boost their motivation for listing.

Smooth financing information

The “Financial Services Promotion Conference” was carried out in 27 districts and counties of 
Chongqing. The current journey has exceeded 4,000 kilometers, benefited 2,000 companies, and 
reached a cooperation intention with more than 300 companies. The Bank has provided more than 
60 products of 5 categories to enterprises, explained the products face to face with the enterpris-
es, and conducted the point-to-point exchange of demand and one-to-one design scheme.

Helped attract investment

Gave full play to the advantages of local banks, integrated the resources of the whole bank, coordi-
nated the upstream and downstream forces, and helped local investment promotion. Cooperated 
with many district and county governments in Bishan, Yongchuan, Tongnan, etc., to take the initia-
tive to conduct the in-depth cooperation with high-quality enterprises such as BYD, Chenyang Wa-
terborne Paint, Ruiyue Automobile Industry, etc. in Beijing, Shenzhen, Shijiazhuang and other plac-
es, to promote the projects in the district and county and advance local economic development.
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Deepened the long-term mechanism

The Bank improved the internal mechanism, strengthened the assessment and guidance, con-
ducted due diligence and exemption, implemented fault tolerance and correction, highlighted 
training guidance, and created a long-term mechanism of “Dare to Lend, Willing to Lend, Able 
to Lend, and Good at Lending”. Formulated implementation rules for the online “Hao Qi Dai” 
on the due diligence and exemption of SMEs. If the non-performing ratio of SMEs' loans does 
not exceed the tolerance standard, the agencies and employees shall be exempted from liability 
on the premise of no violation of laws, regulations and regulatory rules.

Restructured the loan process of the SMEs, and took advantage of the short decision chain of ur-
ban commercial banks to speed up the upgrading of financing services for the SMEs. Improved 
the function of online financial services, developed the Version 2.0 of the mobile payment plat-
form for the SMEs and the online cloud evaluation system of real estate, realized the functions of 
“Online Loan and Evaluation for Customers, Quick Evaluation and Lend of the Bank”, and solved 
the last issue on financial services for SMEs.

Optimized service methods

The Bank signed a strategic cooperation agreement with the Chongqing Branch of the China De-
velopment Bank and received RMB 2.5 billion of refinancing funds, which was specifically used to 
support SMEs and poverty alleviation. Besides, it signed a strategic cooperation agreement with 
Southwest Securities to give full play to the advantages of both parties, broaden the financing 
channels of the real economy, and coordinate the development of indirect and direct financing.

Strengthened inter-industry linkage
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Improved the quality and efficiency of financial services

Optimized batch business 
model

The Bank reconstructed the 
standardized product de-
sign elements, established a 
special investigation and ap-
proval module, and played 
the role of batch business 
“amplifier” to achieve busi-
ness growth of more than 
RMB 1 billion.

Deepened the bank-gov-
ernment cooperation model

The Bank enhanced the 
“Knowledge Value Credit 
Loan” service coverage 
area, supported the inno-
vation and development of 
SMEs in science and tech-
nology, and achieved the 
loan growth of more than 
RMB 900 million.

Optimized the fast loan 
model

Expanded the scope of 
market access, made credit 
conditions more flexible, 
improved the service ca-
pacity of “taking the house 
property as pledge for a 
loan”, and achieved a loan 
growth of more than RMB 
800 million.

Optimized the online loan 
model

Studied and developed the 
online special loan renewal 
of “Hao Qi Dai”,  promoted 
the iteration and upgrading 
of the risk control strategy, 
risk control model and risk 
pricing strategy of “Hao Qi 
Dai” series products, and 
achieved a loan growth of 
over RMB 1.3 billion.
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“Annual Loan Audit” Helped the Development of SMEs

An auto parts-related company in Chongqing established a business cooperation relationship 
with many well-known auto enterprises at home and abroad. Due to the impact of the auto 
market environment, the business efficiency of the enterprise declined and the working capital 
was increasingly tense. Therefore, we were worried about the loan repayment and renewal that 
was due in September 2019. After knowing that, the Bank timely introduced relevant policies 
to support its development, and conducted in-depth exchanges on the current development 
status and future development trends of the auto industry, the company's future development 
strategy and the development of downstream core customers, and made it clear that we would 
not withdraw loans, refuse loans, or suppress loans. Moreover, the Bank would increase its sup-
port to that company, thereby dispelling its concern about corporate financing. Then, the Bank 
used the “Annual Loan Audit” of “one-time credit, long-term funds, annual audit, no need to 
transfer loans” to provide medium - and long-term loan renewal support for the company, low-
ered the loan execution interest rate and reduced its costs to renew loans, to help it stabilize its 
future development expectations and achieve sustained growth in operating efficiency.

Optimized the annual loan 
audit model

Extended the credit exten-
sion period, simplified the 
annual audit procedure, 
improved the quality and 
efficiency of the “annual 
loan audit”, met the medi-
um - and long-term financ-
ing needs of SMEs, and 
achieved a loan balance of 
more than RMB 4 billion.

Optimized the renewal 
loan model

For SMEs with develop-
ment prospects and tem-
porary difficulties, the Bank 
supported the “seamless 
connection” of enterprise 
financing turnover through 
“special loan renewal”, 
“ loan renewal  without 
repayment”, “emergency 
loan revolving fund” and 
other loan renewal prod-
ucts.

Conducted bank-enter-
prise integration

Carried out the campaign 
of “One Hundred Banks 
Serve Ten Thousand Enter-
prises”, the “First Loan” 
Expansion and the Private 
Enterprise Financial Ser-
vices Promotion Confer-
ence to effectively provide 
financial services for SMEs, 
to “lend as much as possi-
ble.”

Conducted value-added 
services

Held the “Coordinat ion 
Conference on the Invest-
ment  and Loan L inkage 
between Chongqing Industry 
Investment Fund & Bank of 
Chongqing” to broaden the 
financing channels of SMEs. 
Held “Management and Tax-
ation Knowledge Lectures for 
SMEs” to help them accel-
erate the cultivation of new 
kinetic energy and achieve 
high-quality development.

05 06 07 08

In August 2019, Bank of Chongqing, Chongqing Industry Investment Fund and Shenzhen Securities Information jointly hosted the Coordination 

Conference on the Investment and Loan Linkage between Chongqing Industry Investment Fund & Bank of Chongqing, which attracted the 

participation of more than 20 SMEs in electronic information, precision instrument research and development, modern agriculture and medical 

chemicals, and over 10 venture capital companies.

In December 2019, Bank of Chongqing held the “2019 SMEs-related Finance- Lecture on Corporate 

Management and Taxation Knowledge”, and the client representatives of more than 100 SMEs were 

invited to participate in the lecture.

Bank of Chongqing held a promotion meeting on "Hao Qi Dai" for SMEs.

Case
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Poverty alleviation by developing industries in accordance with the strategy of “One County, 
One Product, One Village, One Policy”, the role of the agricultural industrial chain “1+N” was 
brought into play. By meeting the financing needs of a batch of leading enterprises in agricul-
tural industrialization, agricultural cooperatives and other new agricultural operating entities, 
the upstream and downstream farmers of the industrial chain were encouraged to increase 
their incomes, and a long-term poverty alleviation mechanism of “fresh blood” was established.

Poverty alleviation strategies

In 2019, the Bank deeply studied and implemented the spirit of General Secretary Xi Jinping's  im-
portant speech on the visit to Chongqing, highly focused on the prominent problems and common is-
sues of “Two Worries & Three Guarantees”, coordinated poverty alleviation with rural vitalization, and 
further promoted high-quality development of our financial poverty alleviation and rural vitalization 
strategies.
In 2019, the Bank comprehensively promoted the poverty alleviation by developing industries, tar-
geted poverty alleviation, poverty alleviation by consuming products and services from poor areas, 
poverty alleviation through sales and employment, and poverty alleviation by dispatching talents to 
the villages, etc. The targeted poverty alleviation loans increased by RMB 1.009 billion, of which the 
poverty alleviation by developing industries increased by RMB 391 million, and the poverty alleviation 
microcredit increased by RMB 65 million and 2,011 households.

Helped to win the battle against poverty

Special Guarantee

Strengthened the “Five Separate” mechanisms of separate line of credit support, internal pric-
ing support, favorable capital costs, human resource support and special expense budgets, 
and formulated incentive programs such as loans for poverty alleviation by developing indus-
tries and poverty alleviation microcredit.

Special mechanism

Enhanced the development mechanisms such as resource leaning, counterpart contacts, risk 
prevention and control, and due diligence and exemption, and formulated supporting credit 
policies, opened green approval channels, and strengthened financial technology support.

Poverty alleviation by developing industries 

Targeted poverty alleviation

Focused on the poor in impoverished areas. Based on the principle of “Who Borrows Who Re-
pays”, the differentiated credit evaluation system and a centralized batch business model, the 
Bank promoted “supporting loans” micro-credit for poverty alleviation to help poverty-strick-
en households get rid of poverty and increase income.

Poverty alleviation by consuming products and services from poor areas

Poverty alleviation by consuming products and services from poor areas Through independent 
procurement, third-party distribution and other means, priority was given to purchasing agri-
cultural and sideline products in poverty-stricken areas for canteen materials, and special agri-
cultural and sideline products exhibition and sales activities were carried out in poverty-strick-
en areas.
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Poverty alleviation through employment

Poverty alleviation by dispatching talents to the villages

Poverty alleviation through sales

Based on the “Bank of Chongqing Yangtze Wealth”,the Bank established a window for agricul-
tural and sideline products in poor areas, and mobilized the active participation of social forces, 
through the introduction of third-party e-commerce platforms, the establishment of “Bank of 
Chongqing Love Poverty Alleviation” exhibition sales area, etc., to expand the distribution chan-
nels of agricultural and sideline products in poor areas.

Gave priority to providing service-oriented auxiliary jobs such as cleaning, cooking, and com-
prehensive back-office work to poor people in poor areas, to help them find jobs.

Poverty alleviation by dispatching talents to the villages Sent cadres to poverty-stricken areas 
in Wuxi, Chengkou and other districts and counties in Chongqing to enhance the counterpart 
assistance to the poverty-stricken areas.

Assisted the poor households

Visited the elderly in need
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Improved basic financial services in rural areas

Established the mode of serving the people. Relying on financial service tools such as the POS 
machines that support farmers and agriculture, mobile banking vehicles, and mobile portable ter-
minals, the Bank has built a rural financial convenience service site that integrates basic financial 
services and inclusive financial education.

Expanded payment and settlement channels. Improved the payment and settlement service envi-
ronment in rural areas to meet the needs of rural residents for daily financial services such as the 
activation of bank cards, small deposits and withdrawals, and payment of fees.

Strengthened the delivery of small amounts of cash. Relying on the sinking advantages of urban 
commercial banks, the delivery of small-denomination currency of rural customers, such as small-
town vendors and new-type agricultural business entities, were increased.

Carried out financial knowledge education

Made good use of convenient service sites. With crowded places such as village shops, convenience 
service centers, and villager activity rooms as carriers, the service sites on financial knowledge publicity 
were established to carry out financial knowledge publicity and consultation.

Guided the active participation of masses. Conducted the activity of “Telling Stories and Sharing Ex-
perience”, made informative and readable publicity materials such as interesting articles on financial 
knowledge and themed cartoons, and improved the interaction and participation of financial educa-
tion.

Used public media. Based on the broadcasting platform with a high cume rating in rural areas, the Bank 
spread financial knowledge to rural residents, and used public media to expand the coverage and influ-
ence of financial publicity and education.

Conducted publicity in the countryside. Took advantage of activities, such as “Financial Knowledge 
Popularization Month” and “Financial Knowledge into Ten Thousand Households” to conduct publicity 
in rural areas such as Yanhe Township in Chengkou County and Zhongyi Township in Shizhu County to 
spread financial knowledge to rural residents.

“Agricultural Credit Guarantees Loans + Poverty 
Alleviation Microfinance” 

“Consumption + Poverty Alleviation” Exhibition

A specialized vegetable cooperative in Wanzhou District of Chongqing City transferred more 
than 1,000 mu of land to engage in vegetable cultivation and sales and recruited local poor 
families to work in the cooperative. After learning that the cooperative was worried about the 
funds for the construction of vegetable greenhouses, the Bank immediately launched the green 
service channel of “Agricultural Credit Guarantees Loans” to raise RMB 1.5 million for the co-
operative, which helped it solve the urgent need of funds. Besides, the Bank used the Poverty 
Alleviation Microfinance to help more than 120 members of the community to increase their 
income and become rich, creating a local “cooperative + farmers” financial poverty alleviation 
operation model. At present, the cooperative has 2 greenhouses with 5 concentric buildings 
and 180 independent greenhouses, with an annual sales revenue of more than RMB 5 million. It 
has been rated as a national-level professional cooperative, and its role in demonstrating pov-
erty alleviation is obvious.

Xiushan Chicken, Youyang Wine, Zhongxian Rice, Fengjie Egg, Chengkou Preserved Meat, 
Yunyang Tea, Wanzhou Honey Pomelo, Wulong Potato Powder ... A large number of “fresh”, 
“fragrant”, “local” and “special” agricultural and sideline products were displayed in the venue 
of the “Poverty Alleviation with Love” exhibition of Bank of Chongqing. More than 30 kinds of 
agricultural products from 8 districts and counties in Chongqing were sold out in only 2 hours. 
The employees of the Bank who voluntarily participated in the purchase of agricultural products 
said, “this activity not only helped to sell products but also showed their love”. The “Poverty Al-
leviation with Love” exhibition helped sell the agricultural products from villages in poverty-strick-
en areas and showed the love of our employees. It became an active attempt by the Bank of 
Chongqing to stimulate the enthusiasm of all employees to participate in poverty alleviation and 
broaden the sales channels of agricultural products for the people in poor areas.

…

A specialized vegetable 
cooperative in Wanzhou 
District of Chongqing City 
transferred more than
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Case
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Served the rural revitalization strategies
In 2019, the Bank further strengthened the top-level design, enhanced the organizational guarantee, 
actively innovated the financial service methods, and vigorously promoted rural revitalization strate-
gies. As of the end of 2019, the balance of agriculture-related loans reached RMB 31.103 billion, an 
increase of RMB 2.533 billion compared to the beginning of the year; the balance of inclusive agricul-
tural loans amounted to RMB 7.691 billion, an increase of RMB1.394 billion compared to the begin-
ning of the year.
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Supported the structural reforms on the agricultural supply side, and helped industrial integra-
tion and development. Promoted the expansion of “New Six Productions • Assistance Agricultural 
Loans”, and advanced the development of modern agricultural industries such as rural complexes, 
agricultural tourism complexes, and modern agricultural industrial parks that integrated basic agri-
culture with secondary and tertiary industries.
Supported agricultural and rural infrastructure projects and helped the construction of beautiful vil-
lages. Used the “Road Insurance Loan” series products to help the construction of transportation 
infrastructure such as “Extending Radio and TV Broadcasting Coverage to Every Village Project” 
and “Poverty Alleviation Road”. Used products such as “Loans for Supporting Tourism” to help 
the deep integration of agriculture and tourism, education, culture, health, pension, and other in-
dustries.
Supported the reform of the rural economic system and the reform of the “Three Transformations” 
in the countryside. Applied products such as “Two-Right Mortgage Loan” to support farmers' joint 
development with leading agricultural industrialization companies in the form of land shares and 
promoted the integration of small farmers and modern agriculture.
Optimized the financial services of agricultural business entities to help rural economic develop-
ment. Employed the “Small Hydropower Loan”, “Agricultural Credit Loan” and “Beautiful Rural 
Credit Loan” and other product models that meet the development characteristics of rural revital-
ization industries and can help poverty alleviation, support major agricultural households, farmers' 
cooperatives, new-type agricultural enterprises, etc.
Strengthened the financial resources to support the development of pig breeding industry. The 
Bank focused on the stable production of hogs and the supply of stable pork prices, supported 
the development of leading enterprises in the pig breeding industry chain and pig breeding farms 
of SMEs, to meet the funding needs of pig farm construction and expansion of production.

“New Six Productions • Assistance Agricultural Loans” 
supported large farmers

“Special Loan Renewal” supported stable pig production

After graduating from college, Mr. Cao returned to his hometown of Tiekuang Village, Banan 
District, Chongqing City, and engaged in broiler farming with his parents. In the second half of 
2017, due to the impact of the bird flu, Mr. Cao's breeding business suffered a lot, resulting in a 
loss of RMB 180,000, and the production and operation were in difficulty. In December 2017, the 
Bank timely provided RMB 300,000 in the form of the “New Six Productions • Assistance Agri-
cultural Loans” to help him quickly recover its business. In 2018, he achieved a sales revenue of 
RMB 1 million. In December 2018, after the expiry of the first “New Six Productions • Assistance 
Agricultural Loans” loan, based on its good development situation, the Bank provided timely 
loan renewal support, raised the loan amount to RMB 500,000, and increased the loan term to 
2 years. In 2019, the number of chickens on Cao's farm reached 15,000, and the production and 
operation steadily improved and the breeding scale gradually expanded.

Mr. Peng lives in Houba Town, Kaizhou District, Chongqing. The whole family is engaged in hog 
breeding. Due to the rich breeding experience and excellent pork quality, his hog breeding 
business is booming. When planning to increase the area of piggery and expand the scale of 
breeding, the Bank provided RMB 300,000 to help him expand his business. In 2018, affected by 
the African swine fever, Mr. Peng's pig breeding business suffered some losses and his income 
declined. At that time, he was temporarily unable to repay the loans due in March 2019. The 
Bank realized Mr. Peng's predicament during the inspection on pig production, and specially han-
dled a “Special Loan Renewal” for him to help him overcome the difficulties. After receiving loan 
support from our bank, Mr. Peng's breeding business developed steadily. The area of the hog-
gery reached 2,500 m2, more than 1,000 pigs were stocked, and more than 30 sows were bred. 
Besides, it enabled Mr. Peng to increase income and become rich.

Actively 
embraced 
the financial 
technology

Consolidated the basic support
Guided by science and technology and driven by big data intelligent innovation, the Bank laid a solid 
foundation and made steady innovation in 2019.

Ensured safe 
operation

Served the business innovation
In 2019, the Bank fully supported the research and development of innovative deposit and loan 
products, and completed the research and development of structured deposit products and vari-
ous consumer finance online credit products. Helped the transformation of outlets and intelligent 
operations, completed remote centralized authorization projects, carried out the construction 
of the robotic automation processing platform, and built a new generation of self-service equip-
ment management platform. Improved and optimized the electronic channel business, completed 
the mobile payment platform for SMEs, carried out the research and development of intelligent 
voice customer service, the optimization of corporate online banking, etc. Strengthened the con-
struction of big data platforms and data service capabilities, established the data standards, data 
quality, and metadata management systems; built intelligent risk assessment, anti-fraud and risk 
warning systems supported by big data, and develop Wukong data analysis platform to realize 
the leading cockpit visualization service for part of the critical business data.

Promoted agile development and financial standardization

The Bank launched the associated risk assessment system, which is applied to the risk control fields 
such as customer identification, abnormal relationship monitoring, large risk exposure, and internal 
inspection.

Enhanced data governance. The Bank established a leadership group and a professional team to 
form a centralized management mechanism for unified reporting, procurement, access, and sharing 
of external data across the bank. Initial results have been achieved in optimizing data statistical 
queries and improving the quality of regulatory submissions.

Deepened the construction and implementation of financial standardization in the field of science 
and technology, and created a good atmosphere for financial standardization in an all-round way. 
Participated in the formulation of distributed technical specifications in the financial industry, pro-
moted the implementation of the A-level certification of data center computer room power, and 
implemented the construction of online banking system information security enterprise standards.

The Bank promoted the application and deployment of the two centers in 
Chongqing and the completion of Wanzhou Disaster Recovery Center.

Optimized production and operation control. Used big data, artificial in-
telligence and other new technologies to orderly promote the integration 
of intelligent operation and maintenance, and studied and explored the 
intelligent management of systems, networks and computer rooms.

Deepened information security protection. The Bank improved safety 
protection and management measures, and completed the safety pro-
duction tasks during the 70th-anniversary celebration of the founding 
of the PRC through the network security offensive and defensive exer-
cise “2019 Net Protection”.

Case
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Green operation
Bank of Chongqing implements the concept of “Energy Saving and Low Carbon”, attaches impor-
tance to every link and details of operation and management, strengthens its own green construction, 
focuses on energy saving and emission reduction, advocates low-carbon life, guides consumers to 
establish a low-carbon consumption concept, and jointly promotes the development of green environ-
mental protection.

The Bank adheres to the integration of environmental protection concepts into daily operations, con-
stantly optimizes the green operation management system, increases investment in environmental 
protection, uses energy-saving and water-saving equipment in office premises, reduced energy con-
sumption; promoted paperless office, reduced the use of paper materials; promotes energy-saving 
and emission-reduction technologies and builds green outlets; strengthens the management of em-
ployees' environmental awareness, advocates low-carbon environmental protection, and supports the 
construction of new energy vehicle charging infrastructure to promote the popularity of green travel. 
Carries out garbage classification, promoted the smooth recycling of recyclable and harmful garbage, 
and realizes green recycling of garbage; conducts energy-saving renovation with the institutes recom-
mended by the State Grid.

Besides, the Bank incorporates green concepts into procurement management. It promotes the re-
form of procurement management in depth, revises supporting systems such as the “Procedures for 
Procurement Management of Bank of Chongqing”, to strictly control procurement costs, and compre-
hensively prevent supplier risks.

Boosted the 
development 
of green 
ecology

Green finance

Bank of Chongqing has always been committed to the development of green finance business. In 
2019, the Bank formulated the “Guiding Opinions on Promoting the Development of Green Finance”, 
set up a green finance department at the head office, established green financial service center at 
the branch, and appointed the designated personnel to engage in green finance, to build it into a 
multi-level green financial service institution. At the same time, a green finance incubation center was 
set up at Liangjiang Branch to test new businesses and new products in the industry, and promote 
green finance development across the bank. The Bank promoted the development of green finance 
in a systematic way through key breakthroughs and comprehensive promotion, and strived to pilot 
the standardization of green finance. It has successfully issued the first green financial bond of RMB 6 
billion in Chongqing, and listed pollution prevention, resource conservation and recycling, clean trans-
portation and other projects as the key targets to be supported.

On June 27, Chongqing Liangjiang New District held a meeting to promote green finance. 19 finan-
cial institutions and 10 enterprises in Chongqing gathered in Liangjiang New District to seek green 
development and promote green cooperation. The Bank signed a strategic cooperation agreement 
with the Liangjiang New District Management Committee. The two parties aimed to guide social cap-
ital to green, low-carbon, energy-saving and environmentally friendly industries, actively promote the 
transformation of economic development methods and the transformation and upgrade of industrial 
structure, and help the construction of a resource-saving and environmentally friendly society.

Worked 
together 
for a 
better life

Protection of customer rights

In 2019, the Bank earnestly implemented the “customer-centric” service concept, actively responded 
to hot risk issues, continuously improved the awareness of protecting the rights and interests of all 
consumers and the execution ability, created a good brand image to effectively safeguard the legiti-
mate rights and interests of consumers and improve their satisfaction and trust.

Strengthened learning and training to improve business quality. The Bank established the 
normalized learning mechanism, carried out the in-depth online and offline special train-
ing, to improve the policy research and judgment of senior management staff, the special 
management ability of middle management staff, and the operation and practice of spe-
cial staff, thus enhancing the awareness of consumer protection and execution ability of 
all staff.
Strict assessment and accountability ensured the implementation of consumer protection 
responsibilities. The Bank gave full play to the role of the assessment, optimized the as-
sessment system, organized and implemented the accountability for consumer protection 
assessment of all departments and branches on a quarterly basis, promoted accountabili-
ty, and attaches importance to service quality and efficiency.
Enhanced supervision and inspection to improve system execution. Through the com-
bination of on-site and off-site inspections, and the combination of special inspections 
and line inspections, comprehensive supervision and inspection of consumer protection 
has been carried out to enhance the execution of consumer protection system. Carried 
out the rectification of violations of consumer rights and interests, organized branches to 
conduct self-assessment of consumer protection, promoted special inspections and sales 
behavior inspections, and strengthened the establishment of a review mechanism for 
products to enter the market.
In depth complaint analysis strengthened the application of results. In 2019, the Bank 
received a total of 959 consumer complaints, and the customer satisfaction rate reached 
94%. The Bank attaches great importance to customer complaints, listens to customers' 
opinions, actively promotes product and service improvement, and has completed 66 op-
timization suggestions proposed by customers. At present, customer complaints show a 
complicated tendency. The Bank has established a consultation mechanism to conduct in-
depth analysis of complaints from different perspectives of business, consumers and law, 
and actively coordinates the handling of difficult complaints.

Created online publicity platforms. The Bank made full use of the consumer protection 
column on its official website, WeChat public account, SMS platform, mobile banking, 
ATM machine, and other channels to provide knowledge regarding consumer rights pro-
tection to the public.
Opened up innovative publicity channels. The Bank popularized basic financial knowl-
edge to the general audience through popular news programs of Chongqing News Radio 
and Art Radio. Promoted the publicity model of community express cabinets in depth, 
selected large-scale and high-occupancy community express cabinets to display financial 
knowledge posters.
Invited customers to participate in publicity activities. Organized the activity of “Telling 
Story and Sharing Experiences” across the bank, invited consumers to tell stories about 
their financial risks or people around them, encouraged the public to pay close attention 
to financial matters around them, and organized discussions and experience sharing 
among employees.
Conducted the effective questionnaire survey. During the publicity activities, the Bank 
Randomly selected financial consumers to conduct the questionnaire survey to under-
stand consumers' experience and gains in the process of financial knowledge publicity 
and education, and continuously adjusted the focus and methods of publicity based on 
consumer opinions.
Participated in centralized publicity activities. Through the activities such as “Publicity 
Month of Fighting against New Illegal Crimes in Telecom Network”, “Publicity Week of 
Consumer Rights and Interests Protection”, “Popularization of Financial Knowledge to 
Protect Your Money”, “Publicity Month of Financial Knowledge” and “Publicize Financial 
Knowledge to Thousands of Households”, we actively popularized financial knowledge to 
the vast number of financial consumers.

Innovated public education and fulfilled social responsibilities

Signed a green finance strategic cooperation agreement

Liangjiang Branch and Kangda EP signed a green financial strategic cooperation agreement. The 
Branch will provide Kangda EP with comprehensive green financial services such as investment, 
loans, and bonds to jointly create a good investment environment, financial environment and 
market environment, and comprehensively deepen the cooperation.

Case
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Optimized service experience
In 2019, as always, we maintained the high-standard hall services and continuously improved the qual-
ity and efficiency of our outlet services; we constantly innovated products and services, and launched 
“Anjufen” and “Quick e-Loan”; made use of the “Youyou Loan”, “Hao Qi Dai”, “Knowledge Value 
Credit Loan” and other featured products; conducted in-depth customer visits, held 27 special finan-
cial service promotion meetings, and provided accurate financial services while having a comprehen-
sive understanding of customer needs; promoted SME-related retail products online, work together 
with partners to further provide customers with a full range of diversified services.

Featured practice: “Five Strengthens”

In order to implement the “Special Action to Improve the Window Service of Chongqing Bank-
ing Industry”, Banan Branch has put forward the “Five Strengthens” requirements on the ser-
vices of branch, precisely optimized the service of branch, and comprehensively improved the 
quality and efficiency of branch's window service.

1. Strengthen the service environment so that the service circulation design of the business hall 
is smooth, the service facilities are convenient, the service items are positioned, and the clean, 
bright, warm and comfortable service environment is created, and a good service atmosphere 
is created.

2. Strengthen the service consciousness, focus on what customers need, implement the “cus-
tomer-centric”, greet each customer with a sincere smile, and answer every customer question 
with enthusiasm, patience and accuracy.

3. Strengthen service skills, be proficient in business skills, proficient in business processing 
procedures, standardize service actions, smooth and effective customer communication, ac-
curately control the length of each business processing, and handle each business quickly and 
accurately.

4. Strengthen service compliance, insist on “3-minutes Consumer Protection” in the morning 
meeting, learn from cases, understand risks, shape image, regulate product marketing and 
services, do a good job in protecting consumer rights, and effectively prevent and resolve fi-
nancial risks.

5. Strengthen service supervision, set service quality objectives and plans, establish incentive 
and restraint mechanisms, check and supervise from time to time, keep strictly the rules for re-
ward and punishment, be in awe of work, insist on the system, and responsible for customers.

At the staff meeting on the evening of May 21st, the staff of Beibei Branch carried out a spe-
cial etiquette training of “Five-star Service”.

The training was divided into three modules, namely professional image and manner training, 
service reception, and communication skills. Under the instructor's excellent speech and lead-
ership, the staff listened carefully and participated in the training. After learning the relevant 
service concepts, all the attendees said that they would treat customers like family members, 
handle daily work with a new image and positive attitude, and establish a close relationship 
with customers. Everyone fully realized that as long as they dealt with their daily work with 
“empathy, compassion, tolerance, joy, 
praise, and gratitude”, they would defi-
nitely be understood and recognized by 
customers, and better demonstrate the 
demeanor and temperament of employ-
ees at Bank of Chongqing.

held special financial service 
promotion meetings

27

Featured practice: Five-star service

Supported employee growth

In 2019, the Bank focused on the reform and development, the new requirements of cadres' ability in 
the new era, the job competency needs, and further coordinated and promoted the training and staff 
capacity improvement.

Solidly carried out special training

Careful training of professionals
The Bank fully implemented the continuing education and training of vocational channels. In ac-
cordance with the employee career channel system, continuing education and training for the 
employment channel of the hired employees were conducted through the “Online Training as the 
Main, and Offline Training as the Supplement”.

Carried out the follow-up training of management trainees, opened the “menu-style” self-selected 
cutting-edge hot courses for 40 management trainees in the first three sessions, and organized 20 
sessions throughout the year with 105 participants.

Held orientation training for new employees, including one-week orientation for new employees 
of college students and 2-day corporate culture integration training for the social recruitment of 
employees.

To carry out the standardization of on-the-job training for young employees, the head office and 
external professional organizations jointly developed the manual of on-the-job training instructors 
for four front-line positions such as integrated tellers, and subsequently organized a total of 147 
instructors selected by various branches to carry out the training in two phases, to train the young 
employees in frontline positions.

Highlighted new businesses, new products, and new systems, and conducted solid business train-
ing for all kinds of grass-roots positions. A total of nearly 400 training hours with approximately 
6,000 person-times.

Enthusiastic about social welfare
In 2019, we further deepened the volunteer service and innovated the way to carry out public welfare. 
We helped the children to develop good financial literacy and financial management habits through 
the financial intelligence story contest. Additionally, we carried out voluntary services for returning 
migrant workers, not only spreading financial knowledge, but also our love; We brought the artistic 
performance to community, and enabled more elderly people to improve their awareness of self-pro-
tection by teaching through lively activities. Over the past year, we invested more time and volunteer 
services to pass on our love to more people in need, and provided financial knowledge to different 
social groups in a more detailed way.

training on the improve-
ment of operation and man-
agement ability of branch 
presidents

person-times

person-times

person-times

85

training on the marketing abil-
ity, and risk control awareness 
of customer managers at all 
levels

2,219

conducted sol id business 
training for all kinds of grass-
roots positions

6,000

85 person-times 
of training on the 
improvement of 
operation and 
management ability 
of branch presi-
dents, 17 batches of 
2,219 person-times 
of training on the 
marketing ability, 
and risk control 
awareness of cus-
tomer managers at 
all levels.

Carried out the 
study of cadre 
personnel files and 
the “Regulations on 
the Selection and 
Appointment of 
Party and Govern-
ment Cadres”. The 
middle and senior 
management per-
sonnel participat-
ed in the college 
training on “Big 
Data Intelligent 
Transformation”.

Through the 
“menu-style” 
self-selected cours-
es, economic and 
financial forums, the 
Bank strengthened 
the special training 
on state-owned 
enterprises party 
building, to further 
enhance the cadres' 
capabilities.

Conducted etiquette training
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Co-organized the Exhibition Tour of “China Business Card - 70th 
Anniversary of Renminbi Issuance”

To commemorate the 70th anniversary of the founding of the PRC and the issuance of RMB, on 
March 8, the exhibition tour of “China Business Card-70th Anniversary of Renminbi Issuance” 
hosted by the Currency, Gold and Silver Bureau of the People ’s Bank of China , undertook by 
China Banknote Printing and Minting, People ’s Bank of China Chongqing Business Manage-
ment Department,  co-organized by Bank of Chongqing and Chongqing Numismatic Society 
officially opened in the headquarters building of the Bank of Chongqing.

The exhibition was divided into ten major sections, and more than 500 precious exhibits were 
displayed, covering five sets of RMB, ordinary commemorative coins (banknotes), precious met-
al commemorative coins issued by the People ’s Republic of China, as well as the prevention of 
counterfeit coins, the issuance and circulation of RMB, and RMB cross-border flow.

As the 11th city on the tour of this exhibition, Chongqing has a close relationship with RMB. 
The picture on the 10-yuan note is the scenery of the Three Gorges Kuimen. On the occasion 
of the 70th anniversary of the founding of the People's Bank of China and the issuance of RMB, 
it was launched in Chongqing, a “landscape city and beautiful place”, to relive the glorious 
course of 70 years, to promote the great achievements in the construction of socialism with 
Chinese characteristics, to inspire and rally the passion and strength of all sectors of society to 
realize the great Chinese dream.

precious exhibits were 
displayed more than

500

The enthusiastic seniors

Public security police 

Children's exhibition hall 

Witnessed every 10-year process representing the 70th anniversary of the 
issuance of RMB

1940s

As a representative of the people born in the 1940s, Zeng 
Meihua, a retired teacher, has helped many juvenile offenders 
to correct their errors and make a fresh start, winning the “Sixth 
National Moral Model Nomination Award”, and the titles of 
“Chinese Good People” and “Ten Role Models in Chongq-
ing”.

As a representative of the people born in the 1960s, Wan 
Jiayu, the former chief person in charge of the Management 
Department of Bank of Chongqing, was awarded the “National 
Labor Model”, “Chongqing May Day Women Model”, and 
“Chongqing Labor Model”.

As a representative of the people born in the 1970s, Shan Lian-
bo, a corporate employee, fought bravely with criminals at the 
Guangzhou Railway Station, protecting the safety of the peo-
ple ’s lives and property and winning the “Fifth National Moral 
Model Nomination Award”, and the titles of “Chinese Good 
People” and “Ten Role Models in Chongqing”.

As a representative of the people born in the 1980s, Chen Bing, 
the instructor of the Criminal Technology Team of the Liangjiang 
New District Branch of the Chongqing Municipal Public Security 
Bureau, was unfortunately hit by high pressure in the detection 
of a case and came back from the death. With his tenacious will, 
he returned to work and made extraordinary achievements, win-
ning the titles of the “Sixth National Moral Model Nomination 
Award” and “Ten Role Models in Chongqing”.

As a representative of the people born in the 1990s, Liu Chang, 
a member of the Blue Sky Snow Leopard Volunteer Service 
Team of Liangjiang New District, he has actively participated in 
various professional volunteer service activities, interpreted the 
spirit of volunteer service with practical actions, and won the 
title of “Chinese Good People” for helping others.

As a representative of the people born after 2000, Zhang Jing-
cheng, who is dedicated to the exploration and willing to make 
innovation, has been awarded the “appearance design patent” 
by the State Intellectual Property Office for his small invention 
“Seat with Hook”, and won the title of “Good Boy in New Era” 
in the second quarter of 2018 in Jiangbei District and “100 
Good People in New Era” in Jiangbei District.

As a representative of the people born in the 1950s, Cai Meiqi 
suffered from a disability, but she used superb medical skills 
and sincere medical ethics to deliver medicine to the people 
in need free of charge. She was called “Alley Doctor” and won 
the “Fifth National Moral Model Nomination Award”, and the 
title of “Chinese Good People”.

1950s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

200070th Anniversary Exhibition of the issuance of RMB
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“Jin Dou Cup” Children's Story Contest on Finance and Economics 

Adhered to public welfare, passed on great love-Bank of 
Chongqing donated RMB 200,000 for “Moral Models” and 
“Chinese Good People”

If juveniles are intelligent, China will be intelligent; if juveniles are wealthy, Chi-
na will be wealthy. In the era of smart finance, how to help children develop forward-looking 
financial intelligence and correct consumption behavior, and turn financial intelligence into 
a lifelong ability? Bank of Chongqing has made useful attempts to undertake the “Jin Dou 
Cup” Children's Story Contest on Finance and Economics hosted by the Communist Youth 
League Chongqing Municipal Committee and the Chongqing Young Workers for two consec-
utive years.

Bank of Chongqing is Chongqing’s first youth financial education base established by the 
Communist Youth League Chongqing Municipal Committee. The “Jin Dou Cup” Children's 
Story Contest on Finance and Economics is the main brand of the Bank of Chongqing's youth 
financial education activities. The contest has become a professional language competition 
brand with financial intelligence education as the theme for the youth in Chongqing. The ac-
tivity was launched in October 2019 and divided into three stages: mass-election, semi-finals 
and finals. It was carried out simultaneously in 40 districts and counties in Chongqing, attract-
ing the participation of more than 1,500 contestants aged between 3 to 12.

From November 9th to 10th, 2019, the 2019 “Jin Dou Cup” Children's Story Contest on 
Finance and Economics was held in Youth Activity Center, Yuzhong District. More than 200 
contestants aged between 3-12 in the main urban area were divided into three groups: the 
toddler group, the junior elementary school group, and the senior elementary school group.

The purpose of the contest was to guide young people to establish a correct view on money, 
consumption habits, and financial management concepts, and to help them cultivate good 
financial literacy and financial management habits. Through storytelling and operation expe-
rience, the Bank adopted experiential learning to enrich the extracurricular practice carrier of 
children, and help them grow up and develop healthily. In the contest, the young players on 
the stage selected some real cases that were small and vivid, and told their family's wealth 
stories and financial management skills; the parents who accompanied them also shared their 
financial and commercial education experiences, making the originally intense and fierce are-
na became a lively exchange classroom.

While providing professional financial services and guidance to customers, Bank of Chongq-
ing offers clients with a series of value-added services related to financial intelligence ed-
ucation, such as little bankers, summer 
merchant camps, bank experience days, 
Jindou flea market, financial merchant 
story contest, Jindou baby supermarket 
shopping competition, etc. In June 2018, 
Bank of Chongqing formally launched a 
children's exclusive card with the theme 
of children's financial business-the Jindou 
Card, which provided family escort for the 
growth of children.

On December 26, 2019, hosted by the Chongqing Municipal Party Committee Propaganda 
Department, Chongqing Municipal Spiritual Civilization Construction Committee Office, the 
Banan District Committee of the Communist Party of China, and the Banan District People ’s 
Government, the “Chongqing Municipal Moral Model and Good People Live Interview and 
Bank of Chongqing 'Love Charity Fund' Donation Event” was held in the auditorium of Build-
ing 1, Banan District Administrative Center.

Bank of Chongqing once again donated RMB 200,000 from the Charity Public Welfare Fund 
to 11 winners of the 7th National Moral Model Nomination Awards, and 32 winners of “Chi-
nese Good People” in Chongqing in 2019, and advocated an initiative to commend good 
people, learn good people and become good people.

Since 2015, the Charity Public Welfare Fund of Bank of Chongqing has donated RMB 1 mil-
lion to the moral models and good people in Chongqing.

Bank of Chongqing do-
nated RMB 200,000  from 
the Charity Public Welfare 
Fund to  “Chinese Good 
People” in Chongqing

the Charity Public Welfare 
Fund of Bank of Chongq-
ing has donated RMB 1 
million to the moral mod-
els and good people in 
Chongqing

“The Popularization of Financial Knowledge” by Nanping Branch

Personal Information Protection Promotion
Organized personnel to visit places such as communities, streets, plazas and rest places where 
there are more people in the jurisdiction, and introduced laws and regulations on personal 
identity information, personal property information, personal account information, and personal 
financial information, etc.
Publicity on the Prevention of Telecom and Network Fraud 
Adopted the combination of knowledge explanation and case analysis to publicize the charac-
teristics, common types, hazards, means, and preventive measures of illegal fund-raising to help 
financial consumers stay away from illegal fund-raising.
Publicity on Payment Security
At the entrance of shopping malls and vegetable markets with lots of people, centering on 
“raising cardholders' awareness of safe use and establishment of a good bank card payment 
environment”, the Bank promoted card storage, password security, ATM operation, POS card 
swiping, online payment, popularization of chip card, use of third-party payment platform, etc.
Boycott Illegal Fundraising
The Bank adopted the method of “combining the fighting and prevention of crime, and 
worked with community schools to focus on the prevention, identification and disposal of illegal 
fund-raising within the radius of branches in the form of community classes, and the publicity 
content included the common types of illegal fund-raising methods, habitual methods, crime 
characteristics, new means, countermeasures and solutions.
Publicity on Financial Knowledge
At the peak of business, the publicity was carried out in the form of small classes to popularize 
the financial concepts, common bank personal financial tools, notes for purchasing bank finan-
cial products, etc., to guide financial consumers to establish financial risk prevention awareness, 
formulate reasonable financial planning, and make correct financial investment.

Send Love Home in Spring

During the Spring Festival of 2019, Bank of Chongqing and the Communist Youth League 
Chongqing Municipal Committee carried out the activity of “Send Love Home in Spring” for 
returning workers. We organized young volunteers to walk into the district and county passen-
ger transport stations and high-speed rail stations, to provide convenient service guides, help 
to carry luggage, maintain the order of vehicles, introduce financial knowledge, and provided 
more than 400 hours of service.

In addition, the Bank worked with the government of Changshengqiao Town and Huaqiao 
Community to walk into Fuxiang Garden to provide wonderful cultural performances and rich 
financial knowledge to the returnees.

The public welfare service activity of the “Send Love Home in Spring” has been launched 
for the fifth consecutive year since 2015. After years of hard work, the “Send Love Home in 
Spring” has become a well-known charity event brand of Bank of Chongqing.

provided service more than

million

thousand

1

200

hours400
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In 2020, China will build a well-off society in an all-round way 
and realize the 13th Five-Year Plan. It is also the first year for the 
Bank to implement its three-year strategic development plan 
and move to a new stage of high-quality development. We are 
fully aware of the significance of this year's work and will focus 
on the following aspects.

On the basis of steady growth and the current sound develop-
ment trend, we will be aggressive in serving the real economy, 
the intelligent innovation of big data, and the customer man-
agement. We will focus on solid foundation, problem solving, 
and steady progress.

We will promote reforms, deepen the reform of state-owned as-
sets and state-owned enterprises, and the structural reforms on 
the financial supply side, exert efforts in key areas and key links. 
Through reforms, we will break down the institutional barriers 
faced by development, activate the dormant development po-
tential, and strengthen the system integration and coordination 
of reforms.

To adjust the structure, increase the total amount while opti-
mizing the stock, adjust the structure of assets, liabilities, cus-
tomers, income, talents and other aspects, and consolidate the 
foundation of healthy and sustainable development.

To prevent risks, stick to the bottom-line thinking, enhance 
awareness of risks, improve risk management capabilities, take 
credit risk prevention and control as the top priority, coordinate 
prevention and resolution of various risks, classify policies, and 
make precise efforts to ensure the continuous improvement of 
asset quality.

To strengthen the foundation, pay more attention to basic work, 
improve the basic system, optimize the basic process, build the 
basic team, strengthen the basic guarantee, make greater prog-
ress in making up weakness, strengthening the advantages, and 
laying a solid foundation, to provide a basic guarantee for the 
high-quality development of the entire bank.

2020 will be a milestone year in the history of Bank of Chongq-
ing. We firmly believe that, facing up to the difficulties, we will 
undertake the responsibility of the times and bravely advance 
forward and strive for the new victory of the high-quality devel-
opment of Bank of Chongqing!

Future prospect
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GRI Index

Serial# GRI Standards Notes

102-1 Name of the organization About us

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services About us

102-3 Location of headquarters About us

102-4 Location of operations About us

102-6 Markets served About us

102-7 Scale of the organization About us

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker Message from the 
Chairman

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities Message from the 
Chairman

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior Message from the 
Chairman

102-18 Governance structure Corporate gover-
nance

102-20 Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental, and so-
cial topics

Responsibility 
management

102-22 Composition of the highest governance body and its committees Refer to the 
annual report

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body Refer to the 
annual report

102-29 Identifying and managing economic, environmental, and social im-
pacts

Responsibility 
management

102-30 Effectiveness of risk management processes Risk and 
compliance

102-32 Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting Responsibility 
management

102-46 Defining report content and topic boundaries Responsibility 
management

102-49 Changes in reporting Introduction

102-51 Date of most recent report Introduction

102-52 Reporting cycle Introduction

102-55 GRI content index GRI Index

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary Responsibility 
management

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed
Served the devel-
opment of the real 
economy

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services supported

Served the devel-
opment of the real 
economy
Actively embraced 
the financial tech-
nology

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts Worked together 
for a better life

205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and pro-
cedures

Advanced by 
Party building

205-3 Confined incidents of corruption and actions taken Refer to notices of 
regulators

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization
Boosted the 
development of 
green ecology

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption
Boosted the 
development of 
green ecology

303-3 Water withdrawal
Boosted the 
development of 
green ecology

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations None

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to 
temporary or part-time employees

Worked together 
for a better life

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee Worked together 
for a better life

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance 
programs

Worked together 
for a better life

417-3 Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing communications None

418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy 
and losses of customer data

Refer to notices of 
regulators

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and eco-
nomic area None102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report Introduction

Serial# GRI Standards Notes
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Independent Assurance Report
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Attachment: Basis for key data collection

Total number of outlets:

Total number of outlets includes all the branches and subsidiaries, other than the head office. The number refers to all the branches and 
subsidiaries with a finance permit, including those having already obtained a finance permit but not yet put into operation.

Donations to public welfare:

Donations to public welfare are the total amount of external donations made by the head office on a unified basis in accordance with 
Document No. 3 Yu Guo Zi Fa [2010] Notice of Chongqing Municipal State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission on 
Regulating External Donations and Contributions by Municipal State-owned Enterprises.

Customer satisfaction ratio:

Customer satisfaction ratio refers to the results of the satisfaction survey on the appraisal of Bank of Chongqing conducted by the third 
party Chongqing Listen Marketing Research Co., Ltd. as retained by Bank of Chongqing.

Total number of employees:

Total number of employees refers to the total number of employees across the Bank who have entered into a labour contract with the 
Bank of Chongqing.

Proportion of female employees:

Proportion of female employees = number of female employees/total number of employees, in which total number of employees refers 
to the total number of employees across the Bank who have entered into a labour contract with the Bank of Chongqing; number of fe-
male employees refers to the total number of female employees across the Bank who have entered into a labour contract with the Bank of 
Chongqing.

Proportion of female managers:

Proportion of female managers = number of female executives/total number of executives, in which total number of executives refers 
to the total number of executives across the Bank who have entered into a labour contract with the Bank of Chongqing and who have 
possessed a position of assistants or above; total number of female executives refers to the total number of female executives across the 
Bank who have entered into a labour contract with the Bank of Chongqing and who have possessed a position of assistants or above.

Head Office electricity consumption:

Head Office electricity consumption refers to the electricity consumed by Headquarter of Bank of Chongqing per year.

Head Office water consumption:

Head Office water consumption refers to the water consumed by Headquarter of Bank of Chongqing per year.

Social contribution value per share:

Social contribution value per share means, on the basis of the basic per share earnings generated to the shareholders of Bank of Chongq-
ing, the value created by Bank of Chongqing for other stakeholders, including additional tax revenue to the State during the year, remu-
nerations to the employees, loan interest payment to banks and other creditors, and external charity donations by the company, calculat-
ed as the per share added value of social contribution.

The formula is:

Social contribution value per share = per share earnings + (total tax payment + employee expenses + interest payment + public welfare 
investment) /period-end total equity
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Reader Feedback

Dear readers:

We highly thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to read the 2019 Corporate Social Responsibility Report of Bank of 
Chongqing. In the compilation of this report, we can hardly avoid flaws and omissions, please kindly give us your valuable comments 
on this report and feed back to us, for us to make continuous improvement of our report.

Thanks!

Bank of Chongqing

2020 April

Choice (please add “√” in corresponding place)

Open-ended Question

Do you think the report has fully and exactly reflected the influence on economy, society and environment of the 
Bank of Chongqing?

Excellent                  Good                      Average                       Poor                      Very poor     

Excellent                  Good                      Average                       Poor                      Very poor     

Excellent                  Good                      Average                       Poor                      Very poor     

Excellent                  Good                      Average                       Poor                      Very poor     

Do you think the report has responded and disclosed the problems stakeholders concern?

What do you think of the clarity, correctness and completeness of the information, indicators and data disclosed in 
the report? 

What do you think of the readability, i.e., the logic, content, language and writing, format design?

In addition to the information that has been disclosed, what kind of information do you want to read?

Do you have any suggestion on the 2019 Corporate Social Responsibility Report? 

Introduction

The report truly reflects the fulfillment of economic, social and environmental responsibilities and the endeavor of sustainable develop-
ment of the Bank of Chongqing.

Reporting Scope

Release Cycle

Reporting Standards

Disclosure format

Language

Contact Information

 From January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019, with some exceptions.

 The Head Office, branches and sub-branches of the Bank of Chongqing.

Annual report. The Bank has released 12 reports.

The Opinions on Strengthening the Corporate Social Responsibility of Banking Institutions by the China Banking and 
Insurance Regulatory Commission

The Guidelines of China Banking Association on the Corporate Social Responsibility by Banking Institutions of China

The Environmental, Social and Governance Reporting Guide 2016 by the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited

The Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (GRI14.0) of the Global Reporting Initiative

Social Responsibility Guidelines (2010) of the International Organization for Standardization ISO 26000

The report will be issued in printed and electronic formats. The electronic version is available at the website:  http://
www.cqcbank.com

The report is released in Chinese and English, in case of discrepancy, please refer to Chinese version.

Corporate Culture and Public Relations Department of the Bank of Chongqing

Address: No. 6 Yongpingmen Street, Jiangbei District, Chongqing, China

Postcode: 400024

Phone number: 023-63367129

Reporting Period

46 47


